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Legal practice pros
take three-day
look at

A glance at the program for the Legal
Writing Institutes biennial conference,
held at the Law School in June,
immediately reveals the breadth of
professional interests of those who work
and teach in legal writing programs.
The three-day conference included
more than 50 sessions and workshops.
Subjects ranged from "Advice to New
Legal Writing Teachers" and "Developing
Exercises for Specific Objectives" to
"Teaching Advanced Research Using the
Web" and "Collaborating \vith Doctrinal
Faculty in Developing Research and
Writing Assignments."
Under the theme "Advancing
Professionalism," three successive days of
the conference were devoted to
"Professionalism in Teaching,"
"Professionalism in Writing" and
"Research & Potpourri." Some 330
participants attended.
In his session on "The Art of the Fact,"
Jethro K Lieberman said that law
students seldom are taught how to solve
the legal problems they will face as
practicing attorneys. "I want to suggest
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that what we teach is mle analysis, and
rule analysis is only a small part of the
whole enterprise," said Lieberman, who
directs New York Law Schools writing
program and also teaches political
science at Columbia University
"The important question for our
students is how the rules are to be used,"
Lieberman said. "Law schools ought to
be schools of legal problem solving. The
mechanics of practice are not the issue,
but the theory of practice is."
He had three recommendations for
teaching students to understand "the art
of the fact":
■

■

■

"First, we must show students how
difficult it is to uncover facts, and how
testimony about an event is a 'fact' of
a very different order."
"Second, we should devise means of
permitting students to efficiently
extract facts from a situation."
'Third, we must force students to
analyze the nature of facts and to
learn that facts are like animals; they
come not only in different species but

in different genuses and families."
Whether called Legal Writing, Legal
Practice, or by another name, courses in
legal writing, research and analysis that
all law students must take are widespread in U.S. law schools. Students
normally are taught how to use different
writing techniques to craft briefs,
pleadings, depositions and other types of
legal documents.
"In practice lawyers engage in some
kind of writing every day, whether it is a
letter, a memo, a brief, or a contract,"
according to Clinical Assistant Professor
of Law Grace Tonner, Director of the Law
Schools Legal Practice Program. "Because
oral argument is perfunctory in many
cases, it is more important than ever for
lawyers to develop strong writing skills.
We're professional writers."
Participants also considered the youth
of their profession and its developing role
in the life of law schools. "We're
pioneers," Tonner noted during a
lunchtime point-counterpoint program
on "Publication is Essential for Legal
Practice Faculty"
"This discipline is new We should
define what we expect of this discipline."

BRIEFS
LEFT: Five legal practice teachers lead the
session on "Professional Development Through
Teacher Portfolios" that was part of the Legal
Writing Institute Summer Conference held at the
Law School in June. From left are Marcia
Speziale (in background), Mark Schroeder; Gail
S. Stern, Sharon A. Pococ/1 and Carolyn Spencer.
All are members of the Quinnipiac College
School of Law Legal Skills faculty except
Spencer, a former Quinnipiac faculty member
who is the Assistant Director of the Law School's
Legal Practice Pmgram.

BELOW: Jan Levine, left, of Temple School of Law
and Grace Tonner, Director of the University of
Michigan Law School's Legal Practice Program,
trade comments in a lunchtime poinUcounterpoint
discussion of the issue "Publication is Essential for
Legal Writing Faculty."

"I think its really important, as teachers
of legal writing, to write concisely and in
plain English," she added.
"If you haven't written, it's the single
best thing you can do to enhance your
self-esteem," said her point-counterpoint
partner, Jan Levine of Temple University
Law School. "Thats the purpose of
writing, to pass on ideas. When you get
home, start writing."
The conference was hosted by the
Law School and Wayne State University
Law School and sponsored by the Legal
Writing Institute. The Association of
Legal Writing Directors held its meeting
at the Law School the evening before the
conference opened.

Some unusual teaching tools get drafted into service
during a session on "Team Building in Legal
Writing Courses (or How Marshmallow and Pasta
Can Help Teach Legal Writing)," part of the Legal
Writing Institute Summer Conference held at the
Law School in June. Leading the demonstration is
Gregory Bendlin of Duke University School of Law.
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Honing Trial Skills Framed on one side by a copy of the Declaration of Independence,
above, Bonnie Tenneriello, '96, of the Michigan Migrant Legal
Assistance Project, delivers her opening statement on behalf of the
plaintiff in the mock trial Jay v. Hunt and Talbot during Trial
Advocacy Skills Training conducted at the Law School and
Washtenaw County Courthouse in August. Acting as judge is
Clinical Assistant Professor Rene Birnbaum, who teaches in the Law
Schools Legal Practice Program. The mock trial took place in the
courtroom of the Hon. Melinda Morris, '64, ChiefJudge of the
Washtenaw County Circuit Court. This is the first time that the
training, organized by and for a group of legal aid provider agencies
from Michigan, Ohio and West Virginia, used facilities at the Law
School and in Ann Arbor. The program was presented by the
Committee on Regional Training and sponsored by the Michigan
Poverty Law Program. The training included sessions on opening
statements, closing arguments, direct and cross examination and the
use of demonstrative evidence. Paul Reingold, Director of the
Michigan Clinical Law Program at the Law School, and Clinical
Assistant Professor Nick Rine were among the instructors for the
program; others from the Law School who played roles in the
program were Anne Schroth, Jim Schaafsma and Delphia Simpson,
all of the Michigan Poverty Law Program. At left, Rine teaches a
Trial Advocacy Skills Training session at the Law School.
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Professor,
student join
forces to study
deterrent power
of capital
punishment

Richard 0. Lempert, '68

Katherine Y. Barnes

In a teaming of law
professor and law student,
Francis A. Allen Collegiate
Professor of Law Richard 0 .
lempert, '68, and first-year
law student Katherine Y.
Barnes have developed and
are testing a new way to
determine if or how capital
punishment works to deter
killings.
Barnes and lempert
presented their preliminary
report on "The Death Penalty
Today: Is There Even Slight
Deterrence?" at the annual
meeting of the Law and
Society Association in June at
Aspen. lempert, who on June
30 completed a term as
chairman of the University of
Michigan Sociology
Department, and Barnes, who
also is a master's and Ph.D .
candidate in statistics at the
University of Minnesota,
brought a special pairing of
skills to the task.
The two met in 1995 at a
preview weekend for newly
admitted law students and
recognized how each
complemented the other's
interests. "I should mention
that it was this interaction
with professors at the preview
weekend that made me
decide to come to Michigan,"
notes Barnes, who deferred
her entry for a year after
admission. "The reason it is a
joint paper is that that is what
Rick originally felt it should
be - I think because we both
put a great deal of thought
into the paper, and because I
had a particular skill,
statistics, that he felt he
wanted help with."

"Kathie is a full partner in
this research and a pleasure to
work with," says lempert.
"Thanks to her, the
statistical modeling will be
quite a bit more sophisticated
than anything I could have
done on my own. "
"In 30 years on the law
faculty I have had some
excellent research assistants
but this is the first year I have
had a law student whom I
could work with as a coauthor, and I have two of
them," he adds. "The other is
Richard lee, with whom I am
working on a paper exploring
the summer clerkship
experiences of law students,
with a special focus on the
experiences of racial
minorities."
Barnes and lempert say
they must do much more
research before they can
release any replicable
findings. Basically, their
approach starts from the
point of view that deterrent
effect, if any, is small, and that
any deterrent that does exist
operates because the potential
killer thinks about the
punishment before or during
commission of the crime.
"Our research is still in its
early stages, and we do not
believe any of our results are
definitive," they reported at
the LAS meeting. "There are
other models we shall explore
and sensitivity tests we want
to perform."
Success would answer a
nagging question that policy
makers and researchers have
been asking for a long time.
As Barnes and lempert noted
in introducing their report:
"Social scientists have been
searching for deterrent effects

to the death penalty for over

50 years. The search is
motivated by the sense that
execution 'is the most terrible
punishment we currently
inflict, which suggests it
should be the most feared
punishment, from which it
follows that death should,
more than alternative
punishments, deter those
crimes for which it is a
sanction. The chain of logic
seems reasonable, yet when
investigators have searched
for the expected deterrent
effect of the death penalty, it
has proven remarkably
elusive."

Barnes and Lempert say
they must do much more
research before they can
release any replicable
findings. Basically, their
approach starts from the
point of view that
deterrent effect, if any,
is small, and that any
deterrent that does exist
operates because the
potential killer thinks
about the punishment
before or during
commission of the crime.
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Bergstrom Foundation endows summer training
for child welfare specialists
If you care about children and
families, you could not avoid being
impressed as the 24 young people took
turns introducing themselves:
Rachel Chazin, in her second year of a
joint degree program in law and social
work at New York University.
Joy Davis, in her third year at
Mississippi College School of law. A
volunteer at the Hinks and Rankin
County Youth Courts, where she mentors
and tutors children.
Andrew Don, attending Boston
College law School after 13 years of
working with children as a residential
treatment program supervisor, high
school and university teacher, and with
street children at Kuleana in Mwanza,
Tanzania.
Jacqueline Kozlik, a Peace Corps
veteran who created programs and
counseled low-income families in Belize
and now studies at the University of
Arizona College of law.
Sara W Clash, first-year student at the
University of Michigan law School and a
graduate of Dartmouth College, where,
while a student, she was Coordinator of
Volunteers for Dartmouth Community
Services. She also interned with Women
Helping Battered Women in Burlington,
Vermont, where she served as a legal
advocate for victims in court and with
welfare and housing assistance agencies.
Matthew H. Drexler, also a first-year
U-M law School student, a graduate of
Duke University. After graduation, he
worked with the New York City Urban
Fellows Program in the Department of
Homeless Services, where he negotiated
budgets and contracts to upgrade
facilities for the homeless.
These six fellows and seventeen others
made up this year's class of Kellogg
Summer Fellows, who underwent three
days of intensive training at the law
School in May before heading out to
24
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their summer internships. The summer
training program is part of the Families
for Kids Initiative that the WK. Kellogg
Foundation launched three years ago
with a $1.5 million grant to the Law
School. The Initiative identified 11 sites
across the country for Fellows to do their
internships: Arizona, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi,

Montana, New York City, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Carolina and Washington
State. This was the last summer of
Kellogg Foundation funding for the
fellowship.
For two years, the Bergstrom
Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
has supported University of Michigan
summer training fellows. This year,

r.
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As active in his delivery as his subject is serious,
James Henry, of the School of Social Worl1 at
Western Michigan University, explains to Child
Welfare Summer Fellows that being the victim of
sexual abuse alters a childs view of the world, his
self concept and can affect his overall development.
He111y, one of several speal1ers during the Fellows'
summer training at the Law School in May,
dealt with the effects of sexual abuse on children
and techniques for interviewing the victims of
such abuse.

however, the Foundation guaranteed the
long-term survival of the summer
program with a $500,000 endowment
whose earnings will fund University of
Michigan law School fellows and the
presentation of the summer program.
The newly named Henry A. Bergstrom
Child Welfare law Program honors the
late Henry A. Bergstrom, '35, a
Pittsburgh attorney and 1989 U-M
Presidential Society Leadership Award
recipient.
Henry Bergstrom, in his own words,
had a lifelong "love affair with the
University of Michigan," said his son,
Hank Bergstrom, a Pittsburgh
businessman who now heads the
foundation that his parents established.
Hank Bergstrom credits Larry E.
Phillips, '67, one of the foundation's three
board members, with suggesting the gift
to the Child Welfare law Program. The
foundation focuses its aid on programs
for education and children, he said.
"There are a lot of children out there
who need advocacy, who can't afford it.
[This gift reflects] what we can do to

help children and also what we can do to
help young lawyers learn about child
advocacy Hopefully, more young lawyers
will want to get into this field on a
permanent basis."
"I think that endowing this program is
going to benefit society for years to
come," he added.
The gift memorializes Henry A.
Bergstrom and his affection and longtime
support for the law School, adds
Phillips. "Making a gift to the University
of Michigan law School was the most
appropriate way for us to honor his
memory. Additionally, the child centered
Continued on page 26

Law students and Bergstrom Fellows Sara W. Clash
and Matthew Drexler say the three-day training
program was intense and beneficial and have found
their summer internship in the Law Schools Child
Advocacy Law Clinic to have been a rich learning
experience. A supporter of the summer program in
the past, the Bergstrom Foundation this year
endowed it to guarantee its continuation as the
Henry A. Bergstrom Child Welfare Law Program.
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Continued from page 25

Bergstrom Foundation board member Larry E.
Phillips, '67, and Suellyn Scarnecchia, '81 ,
Associate Dean for Clinical Alfairs, are shown
during a July 2 dinner at the Duquesne Club in
Pittsburgh to marli the foundation's $500,000 gift to
endow the child welfare law summer fellows
training program. The program now is called the
Henry A. Bergstrom Child Welfare Law Program.
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aspect appealed to us. Many of the other
programs the foundation supports are for
children and women."
Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs
Suellyn Scarnecchia, '81, praised the
Bergstrom Foundation gift. "The
Bergstrom Program will help solidify the
Law Schools reputation as the
preeminent center for the training of
lawyers in the field of child protection.
The extensive history of interdisciplinary
child welfare law training through the
Law Schools clinic will be shared with a
broad, national audience through the
summer program, improving child
welfare law practice nationally."
In his greeting to the summer fellows,
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, noted "how
much we count on you to actually go out
and make a difference in the world. This
is one of the groups that make a
difference right away."
The program also is designed to build
a network of child protection lawyers
across the country, added Naomi
Woloshin, who manages the fellowship
program. "We're trying to create a career
ladder in child welfare law," Woloshin
told the students. "I hope you stay in
touch with each other."
Fellows heard programs on changes
driven by passage of the federal Adoption
and Safe Families Act of 1997, the child
protection and foster care legal process,
child sexual abuse/interview techniques,
a comparison of state laws and practice,
drug abuse and parenting, and child
development. They also discussed and
role-played through the stages of a case
and took part in a court simulation.
Clash and Drexler, the two Bergstrom
Fellows supported in their summer
training by the Bergstrom Foundation,
said the training was rigorous and useful.
They both did their summer internships
with the Law Schools Child Advocacy
Law Clinic, where the experience of
dealing with cases showed them the

complexity and challenge of such work
"This summer at the Child Advocacy
Law Clinic has been an incredible
learning experience' - exciting,
challenging and extremely eye-opening,"
Clash said.
"My work with clients, both children
and parents, as well as with therapists,
social workers and foster parents, has
provided me with a view from multiple
perspectives of the difficult legal and
ethical challenges involved in serving a
child's best interests. Working in the
clinic enabled me to confront these
issues directly in a setting that provided
invaluable guidance, feedback and
support."
Drexler, too, found his summer
assignment to be an eye-opener.
"Working in the Clinic has been a very
rewarding and educational, yet
emotionally difficult experience," he said.
"The most compelling and difficult part
of the summer has been trying to address
the many ethical issues and dilemmas
that arise in each of the cases.
"I was surprised and overwhelmed to
discover the difficulty and complexity of
the decisions that have to be made in the
field. I quickly realized the importance of
interdisciplinary work as I struggled with
my lack of knowledge of social work and
child developmental psychology. The
clinic, though, has provided a supportive
environment to tackle and struggle with
these issues."
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Wide--ranging looks at healthcare, terrorism,
technology and international law
Law school classes - and
the legal cases that you take
on after graduation - usually
focus narrowly, laser-like, on
their central issue. The energy
that goes into early preparation
may be spent widely, but
finally it will focus on the goal
of defining and proving your
case against the claims of
your opponent. Like learning
the outline of criminal
defense before you take on
the appeal of th~ long-time
death row inmate. Or
learning the mechanics of
Arizona-to-California water
transfer before narrowing to
one fruit grower'.s claim that
he'.s not getting his share of
Colorado River water.
Like late-night conversations, however, conferences
and symposia let your mind

grow expansive, let your
thinking follow the variety of
leads that intrigue you, let
you get a glimpse of the
whole that is made of so
many parts.
That's why conferences are
a regular part of the Law
School's academic year. Often
initiated by law student
organizations, each brings
together a variety of experts
whose individual presentations
and informal conversations
each contributes to a wider,
deeper, more thorough
understanding of the overall
subject. Three studentplanned conferences and an
additional major professional
conference will be held at the
Law School during the 1998-99
academic year: What'.s the
Prognosis: Managing Care in

the Next Century (October
16-17); "It Takes a Planet":
Defining and Fighting
Transnational Terrorism
(February 19-20, 1999);
Challenging Traditional Legal
Paradigms: ls Technology
Outpacing the Law? (March
12-13, 1999); and Current
Issues in International Law
(March 25-27, 1999). Here is
a snapshot of each:
What's the Prognosis:
Managing Care in the Next
Century. Presented by the
University of Michigan
Health Law Society and the

University of Michigan Journal
of Law Refarm, the symposium
is designed "to tackle the
timely and crucial issue of the
evolution of regulating
managed care," its organizers

say. After appearing to control
rising healthcare costs, many
managed care programs now
face rising costs again. In
addition, some highly
publicized cases of managed
care shortcomings have
created a growing public
wariness and some doctors
have expressed resentment
about having their clinical
judgement questioned or
controlled by non-physicians.
"Many experts agree that
managed care is at an impasse
and must reconfigure itself to
survive in some form in the
next century," according to
symposium organizers.
"This requires instilling new
confidence in managed care's
dedication to quality patient
care. It is anyone's guess as to
Continued on page 28

Judge Richard P. Matsch, '53, Chief
U.S. District Judge of the U.S.
District Court of Colorado,
delivers the keynote address for the
symposium "jury Reform: Making
Juries Work" at the Law School
last March. Matsch presided over
trials of defendants in the
Oklahoma City bombing case.
Other conjerences and symposia
at the Law School during the
1997-98 academic year dealt with
physician-assisted suicide; Asian
Americans, critical race theory
and the law; taxation in an
international economy; and clinical
legal education.
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Continued from page 27
whether the industry will take
up this mantle on its own,
government regulation will be
required, or a rebellion of
employers, doctors and
patients will ensue."
"Why hold this conference
at a law school?" they ask.
"The law has played, and will
continue to play, a crucial role
in shaping shifts in managed
care, through legislation,
judicial rulings, and administrative oversight." And, they
add, legal impacts on
managed care are
"broadranging, from
mergers/acquisitions and
antitrust to tort actions and
jurisdictional decisions."
"It Takes a Planet":
Defining and Fighting
Transnational Terrorism.
This symposium, marking the
20th anniversary of the

Michigan Journal of

International Law, will
examine the growth in the
power of what former CIA
General Counsel Elizabeth
Rindskopf, '68, calls
"interstitial actors," like drug
barons, Hamas, the IRA and
others who neither act for
nor claim to act for an
internationally recognized
nation state, yet whose power
and sophistication make them
resemble a nation state. "The
organized crime families and
terrorists who have spread
like a menacing cancer
throughout the globe are
undermining humanity, our
day-to-day lives, and financial
progress," symposium
organizers say. They also note
that events like the 1993
World Trade Center bombing
point up the United States'
susceptibility to terrorist
attack. Threats from
transnational terrorists and

organized crime families have
caused U.S. agencies like the
CIA and National Security
Administration to re-think
their roles, they add.
"One nations law enforcement and intelligence agencies
can no longer single-handedly
apprehend all those accused of
committing acts of transnational
terrorism and organized
crime," symposium organizers
say. "Organized crime and
terrorism have rapidly grown
into an international problem
demanding a concerted, global
effort. This plague is not
unique to the United States, as
this new common enemy has
compelled nation-states to call
on their neighbors for support,
information, assistance and
advice in the apprehension
and prosecution of such
criminals."

Challenging Traditional
Legal Paradigms: Is
Technology Outpacing the
law? Presented by the

Michigan Telecommunications
and Technology Law Review,
this symposium will examine
this evergreen issue in its
most contemporary rounds.
"Modern technologies
transcend geographic
boundaries, stretch the
definitional boundaries of
intellectual property, and call
into question assumptions on
which commerce and public
policy are conducted,"
organizers say. "Complete
overhauls of traditional legal
regimes may be rash and
indeed inefficient in times of
radical technological change,"
they say. "On the other hand,
adaptations of current
paradigms may be necessary
for continued growth."
Panel discussions will

East Meets West Yuok Ngoy, left, Dean of the School of Law and
Economic Services in Phnom Penh, confers with
Assistant Professor of Law Peter Hammer, '89,
during a visit to the Law School in Man:h.
Hammer, President of Legal Aid of Cambodia
and Director of the Law School~ Cambodian
Law and Development Program, hopes to reestablish internships and other programs in
Cambodia for law students. The programs had
to be discontinued temporarily because of the
coup that took place in the southeast Asian
country in summer 1997. Recent national
elections in the country may foster a suitable
climate for re-activating such programs there.
At deadline time Hammer still was evaluating
conditions in Cambodia.
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focus on antitrust, intellectual
property and other issues.
Program organizers plan to
broadcast the conference live
in RealAudio format over the
Internet via the Law School
web page (www.urnich.law.edu).

Current Issues in
International Law. The first
program of this sort mounted
by the Law School's new
Center for International and
Comparative Law, jointly
sponsored with the European
University Institutes Law
Department and the board of
editors of the European Journal

of International Law (EJIL).
Developed as a EuroAmerican symposium, the
program will "confront the
views of European and North
American internationalists on
the dubious legitimacy of
unilateral action officially
aimed at the promotion of the
international rule of law,"
according to organizers.
There will be sessions on
international economic law,
the maintenance of peace and
international law making.
Proceedings will be published
in EJIL.

New seminars offer look at
character--building, civic responsibility
The chance to talk with
some of the Law Schools
most accomplished graduates
is precious and rare to most
law students. Students' and
graduates' paths simply do
not meet long enough for the
unhurried conversation that
graduates say they enjoy and
students find refreshing and
inspiring.
For some time now, the
Dean's Forum program has
brought successful graduates
who have risen to the top in
fields other than law together
with small groups of law
students who share an
interest in the graduate's field.
The guest and students meet
for lunch and more than an
hour of informal, small group
conversation. Last year, two
of the Deans Forum guests
included Barrie Loe ks, '79,
then chairman of Sony
Theatres, and Arnold M.
Nemirow, '69, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of
Bowater, Inc.
A new program this year,
the Sperling Seminars, is
using a similar approach to
bring together small groups of
first-year law students with
inspiring graduates. Supported
by George E. Sperling, Jr., '40,
of Buckley & Sperling in
Santa Monica and made
possible through the Sperling
Project on Character-Building
and Civic Responsibility, the
seminars "coordinate and
implement numerous
presentations and/or
discussions on practicing law
in today's legal environment
while maintaining principles

of character and
responsibility"
Bernard Petrie, '52, a solo
practitioner in San Francisco
and a graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy, will lead off
the seminars on October 22.
Petrie, who works in the areas
of general practice, trials and
appeals, corporate, antitrust,
libel and international law,
also is of counsel to Brown &
Bain of Palo Alto, a firm that
is highly regarded in the fields
of high technology and
complex litigation. Petrie was
among the attorneys who
represented Apple computer
in 1992 in a copyright
infringement suit against
Microsoft Corporation and
Hewlett-Packard.
Other Sperling Seminar
guests who were confirmed
by deadline time were:

November 5 - Brian
O'Neill, '74, with Faegre &
Benson in Minneapolis; and
December 2 - Robert B.
Fiske, Jr., '55, former
independent counsel in the
Whitewater affair and a
partner in Davis Polk &
Wardwell of New York.
Sperling supports the
program "to show how
attorneys have a higher duty
than making money and that
they can be a force in
developing society and
strengthening the legal
system." He said the idea for
the seminar also reflects the
sentiments that Dean Jeffrey
S. Lehman, '81, discussed in
his Deans Message in 40.2

(Summer 1997) and with
Law School graduate and
benefactor William W Cook's
letter to the U-M Regents in
April 1922.
"I would have a selected
body of law students, just as
Oxford and Cambridge have a
superior class of young men,"
Cook wrote the Regents. "The
goal sought is the character
of the law students to be
reflected later in the character
of the Bar. When the
University graduates law
students unsurpassed
anywhere in character and
scholarship, the effect on the
Bar and the country will be
very great."
Lehman, writing of "the
great lawyer as citizen," said
the best lawyers "have not
been uncritical slaves to their
clients' tastes and preferences.
Nor have they encouraged
their clients to distance
themselves from the larger
community by speaking of
the law as a set of impersonal
barriers with no interest in
the clients particular
situation. Rather, they have
tried to help their clients
understand the law as a point
of engagement with their
fellow citizens, through which
tensions and competitions
among goals and perspectives
are, and can be, worked
through."
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Far EastAbove, Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, and Vi,ginia Gordan, Assistant
Dean for International Programs, stand on either side of Dean 'Mt
Zhipan, center, during a meeting at the University of Beijing Law
Faculty. Others in the group are from the University of Beijing Law
Faculty. During his trip to China in June, Lehman attended the first
U.S.-Sino Law School Deans Confewice in Beijing. The conference
was hosted by the People!; University School of Law and the U.S.
State Department. Lehman was joined at the conjerence by deans of
the law schools at Columbia, Stanfonl and Yale. In other activities in
China, Lehman and Gordan met with legal education leaders from
many of the countrys major law departments, studied Chinese legal
education and explored ways that the Law School may establish ties
with some of the leading legal education programs in China. Most
Chinese legal education occurs as part of undergraduate training
rather than at the graduate level, as is done in the United States and
Canada. Some Chinese legal education leaders, however, are
working to establish programs more like those in the West. Lehman
and Gordan also attended alumni reunions in Beijing and Shanghai
and in Tokyo.Japan . At left, Lehman and Yoichiro Yamakawa,
LLM. '69 and '91-93 Visiting Professor, right, chat with Japanese
Supreme Court Justice ltsuo Sonobe, '57-58 graduate student, during
the Law School alumni reunion in Tokyo. Sonobe is one of the
speakers for the Law Schools International Law Workshop during
the fall term. His topic: "Reflections on the Japanese Supreme
Court." In other Law School activity in China this year, Professor of
Law Jost Alvarez and Assistant Clinical Professor of Law Grace
Tonner, Director of the Legal Practice Program, delivered lectures
in China.
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Videoconferencing opens new doors for interviews
Computer, camera, action.
Interviewers and
interviewees this year can
begin to take advantage of a
new Law School service that
allows potential employers
and students in search of
jobs, internships and other
placements to talk "live" and
"face to face" although they
may be many miles apart.
The new service, which
uses videoconferencing
equipment and computers,
allows interviewers to remain
in their hometowns perhaps even in their offices
- to interview a candidate at
the Law School. Both interviewer and interviewee sit in
front of specially equipped
computers and talk with each
other as they would if they
were seated across a table
from each other. They speak
in normal conversational tones
and reap the benefit of
normal give-and-take
conversation.
The only difference is a
slight delay in sound
transmission that makes the
computer screen image
slightly ahead of the audio.
Its a little like watching a
movie done in one language
with a sound track dubbed
onto it in another language.
But those who have used the
system say that they quickly
become used to the tiny
audio delay and are not
bothered by it.
The new service is made
possible through a gift from
Samuel Zell, '66, chairman of
Equity Group Investments,
Inc., of Chicago. Zell'.s gift
also includes funds to
establish facilities for linking

specially equipped classrooms
at the Law School with other
law schools - schools in
Toronto and Cambridge,
England, are under
consideration - so that a
single instructor can teach
classes simultaneously at
several schools. The program,
now in the preparation stages,
will allow students and their
teachers to see and talk with
each other "live," no matter
where they are located.
The new interview
capability is expected to be
especially useful to smaller
firms, public service providers
and others whose budgets
and staff size do not allow
them to send a recruiter to
the Law School. It also will
benefit students who might
not be able to afford the costs
of traveling elsewhere for
interviews. For more
information about the
program, call the Office
of Career Services,
734.764.0546, or send
an e-mail to
lawcareers@umich.edu.
The new service worked
well in its trial run last spring.
When first-year law
student David V Gubbini
settled into the chair and
lined up with the computertop camera for his job
interview, he wasn't thinking
of the precedent that he was
setting.
He was thinking instead
that the Law School's new
videoconferencing equipment

meant that he could meet
with his interviewer, Steve
Baker, Director of the Federal
Trade Commission's regional
office in Chicago, without
going to Chicago, or driving
to Cleveland, Ohio, where the
FTC also has videoconferencing
equipment, and without
using personal funds to rent a
private videoconferencing
setup.
For his part, Baker was
glad to use live videoconferencing to get to know a
potential summer intern. He
sees interns as important staff
members - interns from
his office have uncovered
evidence that the FTC
continues to use to counter
computer and Internet scams
- but he does not feel
comfortable asking them to
pay to come to Chicago to
interview for the unpaid
positions. Nor does he have a
large enough staff to send
people out as interviewers.
When Baker interviewed
Gubbini on March 19, Gubbini
sat before a computer with a
small camera connected atop
it. In Chicago, Baker did the
same.
"I thought the experience
was far superior to a phone
interview," said Gubbini.
There was a slight, barely
noticeable lag in the audio
trans£er between the two sites,
and sometimes the video
image stumbled, but Baker
and Gubbini both adapted
quickly and conducted their
interview much as they would
have if they had been seated
across from each other in
Room 200 of Hutchins Hall
or the FTC offices in Chicago.

"I didn't qave any of that
surreal feeling," said Gubbini,
who had worked previously
for an electronic resume
service in Ann Arbor. As for
Baker, he and his staff
frequently use their in-office
videoconferencing equipment
for remote training and interregion communication, but
only once before had they
used it for a one-on-one
interview.
"The advantage is that you
get to see somebody face to
face," said Baker. "A lot of the
act of interviewing is that
you're trying to find out not
only the person's academic
credentials, but also what
kind of person you're dealing
with."
Baker liked what he saw
and heard. He offered
Gubbini an internship on the
spot.

"The advantage is that
you get to see somebody
face to face. A lot of the
act of interviewing is
that you're trying to find
out not only the person's
academic credentials, but
also what kind of person
you're dealing with."
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DAVID

EVANS

tailoring the new to
invigorate the old

In some ways, David Evans, who died
August 4 at age 50, knew the Law
Quadrangle better than anyone else. For
more than a decade, his hands and eyes
and deep respect for history guided
restoration and renovation of classrooms
and other facilities here.
Evans, a University of Michigan graduate and the Ann Arbor-based half of
Quinn Evans/Architects of Ann Arbor and
Washington, D.C., spent hours matching
wood stains, paints and other aspects of
the Law School's 60-plus-year-old original
construction with modern updates. In his
last work for the Law School, the Alcoves
Project (see adjoining photos), which created nine new offices from the formerly
open alcoves that flanked the north and
south sides of the Reading Room, Evans
painstakingly matched old stains and new
coatings so that even he barely could tell
the difference.
Evans previously had been
architect/overseer for five projects at the
Law School:
Room 120, the Squires, Sanders, and
Dempsey Classroom. Renovated in

1991, featuring white limestone trim contrasting with the deep blue of the carpeting, walls and draperies.
Room 132, the Varnum, Riddering,
Schmidt, and Howlett Classroom. With
the most medieval aura of any renovated
classroom, Room 132 takes its focus from
the arch that frames the dais and rostrum.
The renovation included the installation
of a wooden framework in the ceiling to
hide new air conditioning equipment.
Rooms 232 and 234, the Moot Court
and Jury rooms. Renovation included
installation of state-of-the-art video equipment, an audio system, and a moveable

Over the past decade Quinn Evans/Architects
renovated several classrooms and the Moot Court
Room, shown here. Renovation of the practice
courtroom facilities included installation of state-ofthe-art video equipment, an audio system and the
specially designed wooden cabinet that conceals
the complex electronic controls for the rooms
systems. Quinn Evans p1incipal David Evans, who
died in August, was a specialist in designing such
items and matching the shade and tint of their wood
stains with 01iginal staining in the rooms he was
renovating.

PHOTO BY THOMAS TREUTER
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podium and remote control cameras.
Room 236, the Robert and Ann
Aikens Seminar Room. Here, Quinn
Evans' work included installation of a
table that converts from a first-row writing
surface to a conference table. Addition of
the table allowed the room to function as
a seminar room or as a formal small classroom.
Room 250, the Dykema Gossett
Classroom. Renovation included giving
the walls a rusticated plaster surface and
using sage green as the unifying color for
the room's walls, draperies and carpeting.
In 1996, Quinn Evans' work at the
Law School won the Special Recognition
Awards for the Creative Use of
Architectural M;:iterials and for the
Creative Use of Architectural Details from
the Michigan Chapter of the International
Interior Design Association. In 1994, the
firm's work at the Law School won the
Design Award from the Michigan Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects
(AIA). Quinn Evans' work here also has
been cited in the AIA's Historic Resource
Facilities 1997 Review; The Michigan Law
Quadrangle: Architecture and Origins, by
Kathryn Horste; and in Creative Lighting:
Custom and Decorative Luminaires, by
Wanda Jankowski.
Quinn Evans/Architects is widely
respected for its accomplishments in the
functional renovation of historic buildings. Among its renovation projects to win
awards are the Michigan State Capitol in
Lansing; the Treading Barn Reconstruction
at Mt. Vernon; the Old Exeuctive Office
Building, Smithsonian Arts and Industries
Building, U.S. Soldiers' and Airmen's
Home, library of Congress and Old Post
Office Building, all in Washington, D.C.;
and the Idaho State Capitol.
In Ann Arbor, the firm's projects have
included the Michigan Theater, the Argus
Building, the Miller/Main Building, the
Goodyear Building and the West Park
Band Shell. Shortly before his sudden
death Evans learned that his firm, in association with Albert Kahn Associates, had
been awarded the contract for the renovation of the University of Michigan's Hill
Auditorium, a highly regarded concert
hall built early in this century.

New Occupants Once-secluded alcoves along the north and south sides of the Reading Room now hum with
activity as the new locations for Admissions, international and graduate programs, and
some faculty offices. As the result of a $1 million project designed and coordinated by the
Ann Arbor-and-Washington, D.C.-based Quinn Evans!An:hitects, nine new offices now
occupy spaces that formerly housed bookshelves and study desks. Workers carefully restored
the canvas-on-plaster ceilings, used original bookshelf sideboards to shield utilities conduits,
and painstakingly matched wood stain color and intensity to create new office spaces that
mesh perfectly with the 65-year-old building~ original lines and decor. The new offices'
leaded glass windows have been cleaned and restored to their original clarity and beauty.
Here, Assistant Dean and Director of Admissions Erica Munzel, '83, and Assistant
Admissions Director Marcea Metzler confer in one of Admissions' new offices. Clear glass
panels rise from each office~ bookshelves to the an:hed ceiling, lending a sense of the
continuity of the space.
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Faculty Commons designer
Mark Hampton,

law student-turned-decorator
Mark Hampton, the
debonair decorator who counted
George Bush, Jacqueline Onassis
and the Law School among his
clients, died July 13 in New York
of complications from liver cancer.
He was 58.
Hampton, known for his uncanny
ability to meld classic elements into
understated reflections of his clients and
their times, designed the Faculty
Commons Room at the Law School,
which was renovated into its present use
in 1980-82. The space previously had
been used as a faculty and Law Review
library, which in tum was moved to the
eighth floor of the Legal Research
Building.
Hampton knew the Law School well;
he had been a law student in 1962-63.
Envisioning a room that fostered
conversation, Hampton created a space
with windows on two sides, a two-storyhigh ceiling, bookcases, small groups of
furnishings and two central tables: a
round table, with its obvious actual and
symbolic value, surrounded by chairs;
and a nearby rectangular table for
displaying current publications of a legal
and academic nature.
"Hampton based his treatment of the
space around certain ideas and
associations that the concept of a
commons room called up for the Law
School faculty," Kathryn Horste
explained in The Michigan Law

Quadrangle: Architecture and Origins
(University of Michigan Press, 1997).
"Most important was the idea that the
room must foster collegiality, community,
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The bronze bust of Thomas M. Cooley, a charter member of the
faculty of the Law School and for many years its dean, gazes over the
Faculty Commons, a meeting ground for conversation, debate and
relaxation. The round table plays an actual and symbolic role as a
catalyst for conversation. Decorated by the late Mark Hampton, a
farmer law student, the Commons is a popular spot for faculty
members to repair to between classes and for special programs and
receptions. Law School f acuity meetings are held there regularly.
The bust of Cooley was a gift from the class of 1895.
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Mark Hampton relaxes in one of the chairs that
passed muster for the renovated Faculty Commons
on the third floor of Hutchins Hall. The space was
renovated in 1980-82. Hampton died July 13 at
age 58.

and a sense of shared purpose among
those who used the room.
"In this respect, tradition played a
strong role. The faculty expressed its
desire to include a round table - in
both the literal and figurative sense - as
the one required element in the room's
furnishings, since a table of that type had
been so important as a gathering place in
the old Faculty Lounge."
Hampton's design made for a space
that is "both comfortable and personal,
even as it emphasizes the dramatic
spatial features of the room," Horste said.
Comfortably upholstered furnishings
invite faculty members and their guests
to relax and chat. Small tables at either
end of the east wall offer space for
writing correspondence or individual
reading or contemplation.
Two of the Law Schools three
Renaissance tapestries of hunting scenes
grace one interior wall. Busts of Rousseau
and Voltaire, replicas of those in the

I

private library of Law School benefactor
William W Cook, flank the large central
lancet window on the east wall.
Bookshelves house writings by faculty
members and others.
Among Hamptons other clients were
George and Barbara Bush, both during
and after the Bush presidency, Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis, Pamela Harriman,
Henry Kravis, Mike Wallace and Estee
Lauder. "All looked to him to provide a
polished, well-ordered backdrop for their
high-profile lives," Jura Koncius wrote in
The Washington Post. "His decorating
never upstaged them."
"I have absolutely no interest in a
trademark style," Hampton once said.
"Some would say, 'He has no style, no
look.' Well, I don't get it. That isn't what
I set out to do. I just set out to be a
decorator, to do a good job and have fun.
I've wondered with envy at people who
like one thing and work at it and it
becomes their realm. Those people who
can say, 'I love Winterthur but I hate
Lyndhurst,' those people who have these
enormous, refined senses of hate. I love
Winterthur, Lyndhurst, Greek Revival
and French houses. Of course, I
daydream constantly about English
houses, and those shingle-style American
houses built in 1905 full of furniture
from jillions of other periods."
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